
GIVING-UP In order to pursue his intuition, the documenting subject has given up

repetitively many of his social states, loosing material fortunes but gaining

spiritual ones yet never falling in a state of misery but finding a maximum

contentment in the minimum essential.

MONSTROUS The life project, as a creature with its own life, keeps growing its

organs and creating new organs as a mean to relate itself to the environment and

be stronger to confront it or simply endure it.

EXPERIMENTAL As a camera and tools for documentation are needed as proves of an

experiment, these tools become the actual experiment of the life project, thus

becoming a documentation of a life long experiment about documenting.

IMPETUOUS The documenting subject ejaculates out new concepts to then dedicate the

rest of his life to refine such quick conceivements rather than just ejaculating

for the masturbation sake as it is a tendency today.

UNREPRESSED The documenting subject's operation can be seen as a way to liberate

creatively  all  the  repression  which  may  otherwise  come  from  the  environment,

reducing him into a specialized subject.

TRAINING If one half of the project, the Archive, can be considered as training,

the outcomes can be seen as the execution coming from such a training but not

strictly correlated, just as a martial art put to practice in case of war.

GESUIT  From  a  rather  Franciscan  beginning,  having  left  all  his  material

belongings, the documenting subject has turned more into a Jesuit, cultivating his

own sciences and making sure that he has the tools to conduct them, living like

some  Jesuits  in  a  foreign  country,  at  the  shadow  of  a  much  protected  court

treating his work more as a curiosity.

DICTATING As a dictator might govern a land, the documenting subject has realized

that  he  is  governing  the  production  and  post-production  of  his  own  content,

resulting also to govern his own life and affecting that of his closest ones. In

this sense he acts more as a liberal patriarch seconding the willing of the most

near surrounding.


